The most relevant aspects related to the phase mask dithering/moving method for the fabrication of complex Bragg grating designs are reviewed. Details for experimental implementation of this technique is presented, including theoretical analysis of the calibration functions for the correct dither/displacement. Results from tailored Bragg grating structures fabricated by this method are shown. Apodized Bragg gratings with modeled spatial profiles were implemented, resulting in side mode suppression levels of more than 20 dB in gratings showing transmission filtering level higher than 30 dB. Chirped gratings with the spectral bandwidth up to 4 nm, -shift and sampled Bragg gratings with equalized peaks equally spaced by 0.8 nm (100 GHz) were also fabricated.
Introduction
Bragg gratings are key devices in the optical fiber sensors field. Several techniques for their fabrication have been demonstrated, starting with the internal writing [1] and the holographic method [2] , for which two overlapping light beams create a periodic interference pattern. Other interferometric methods based on the standard Talbot arrangement were proposed [3, 4] , enabling grating inscription with a wide wavelength tunability achieved simply by the rotation of two mirrors. Another fabrication method is the point-by-point (PbP) technique and was first demonstrated in the early 1990s using an ultraviolet (UV) excimer laser [5, 6] . Each point (or each index perturbation) can be controlled in terms of the UV dose, dimensions and in terms of waveguide positioning when illuminated, and so custom designs can be achieved. However, the field received little interest at the time since it was a tediously long process and extremely difficult to focus a "clean" slit of UV light of sub-micron dimensions. It was almost one decade later, with the advent of femtosecond (fs) laser materials processing, for which the use of fs pulses enabled the inscription of highly localized microvoid modifications via nonlinear photoionization processes, that the PbP method started to show highly interesting potential. Directly, point-by-point inscription of fiber Bragg gratings by the infrared fs laser was reported for the first time by Martinez et al. [7] . A big advantage of this technique is that the fs laser-material interaction enables grating inscription into almost any fiber material without requiring photosensitivity. Also, due to the structural modification of the glass, these gratings present high-temperature stability. More recently, other complex grating designs were shown using the PbP method [8, 9] .
Nevertheless, the mostly used and attractive technique is still the phase mask technique [10] [11] [12] [13] , since it greatly simplifies the fabrication process, while yielding high performance gratings. When compared with the holographic technique, the phase mask method offers easier alignment of the waveguide, reduced stability requirements on the photoimprinting apparatus and lower coherence requirements on the ultraviolet laser beam. Therefore, this technique allows Bragg gratings to be written with relaxed tolerances on the coherence of the writing beam and with better repeatability. The main drawback is that the grating period and profile are imposed by the fixed phase mask patterns, requiring different masks for different gratings. However, some fine wavelength tuning (~2 nm) is possible when different mechanical tension levels are applied to the fiber during the photoinscription process [14] .
Various types of Bragg gratings can be fabricated using the above mentioned methods. Desired spectral and dispersive characteristics can be achieved by varying numerous physical parameters like induced refractive index change, length, periodicity and fringe tilt. In this way, special structures like apodized, chirped, phase shifted and sampled gratings can be fabricated, instead of the standard uniform Bragg gratings. Most of the designed gratings for demanding practical applications are not uniform.
The use of a standard uniform phase mask for grating fabrication results in a uniform refractive index modulation along the grating length and in expected strong side lobes in the spectral response of Bragg gratings, undesirable in many applications like wavelength division multiplexing (WDM). The suppression of these secondary maxima can be achieved if the profile of the index modulation along the grating length is a given bell-like functional shape [15] . This procedure, called apodization, has been extensively studied and demonstrated [16] [17] [18] [19] . Although apodization can be achieved simply by varying the intensity of the UV writing beam along the grating length, the accompanying variation in the average effective refractive index induces an undesired chirp that needs to be compensated by another exposure step through an amplitude mask [17] . Alternatively, complex phase masks with variable diffraction efficiency can be used to produce pure apodization [18, 20] , or techniques based on periodic fiber stretching during exposure [21] . Another approach is the moving fiber/scanning beam, where pure apodization is achieved by the application of a variable dither to the fiber during the photoinscription process [22, 23] . This technique has the major advantage of inducing a constant average refractive index change, since the average UV fluence is constant along the grating length. It also enables the creation of more complex structures, like chirped and phase shifted gratings, by executing a proper movement of the fiber while the beam scanning is being performed [23] .
The information about fabrication methods of these complex structures is frequently dispersed in many key papers. This is particularly true for the case of fabrication employing phase mask dithering. Although this technique is very attractive, only a few of the intimate technological details have been published. This paper describes in a comprehensive manner the method and its potential through the demonstration of several types of tailored and complex Bragg gratings.
exposure to an intense ultraviolet optical interference pattern. For example, in an optical fiber, the exposure induces a permanent refractive index change in the core of the fiber, by the mechanism of photosensitivity [24] [25] [26] . The effective refractive index for each grating position can be described by
n is the effective refractive index of the guided mode without UV induced perturbation, and eff ( ) n z  is given by [27]  
where n  is the "dc" index change spatially averaged over a grating period, V(z) is the "fringe visibility" of the index change,  is the nominal grating period, and ( ) z The phase mask method was reported as an improved technique for the fabrication of Bragg gratings [10, 11] , allowing easier alignment and inscription when compared to interferometric methods. The UV light beam is spatially phase modulated and diffracted by the phase mask, as shown in Fig. 1 . The produced interference pattern is then used to photoimprint a refractive index modulation in the photosensitive fiber placed in proximity and parallel behind the phase mask. As it can be seen from Fig. 1 , the phase mask is basically a grating etched in a high quality silica plate with the well controlled space ratio and depth of the etched grooves. The principle of operation is based on the diffraction of an incident UV beam into several orders, m=0, ±1, ±2,….
The incident and diffracted orders satisfy the general diffraction equation, with the period of the phase mask, pm 
which is exactly half the value of the phase mask period and is independent of the UV wavelength. 
A flexible writing method for fabrication of advanced gratings using a single exposure step can be implemented by dithering/moving the phase mask while the UV beam is scanning all the grating length. Basically, this method uses controlled dithering of the phase mask or the fiber/waveguide in order to control the local grating visibility and phase, without affecting the average refractive index. High dithering amplitudes destroy the interference pattern created by the phase mask at the fiber plane by fringe blurring. This corresponds to low visibility and results in gratings with low induced refractive index modulation amplitudes, i.e., gratings exhibiting low reflectivity. Dithering is thus an ideal mechanism for varying the local strength and/or phase of the grating without changing its local Bragg wavelength. Based on this, a technique called moving fiber/phase mask scanning method, which also allows tuning the Bragg wavelength, has been demonstrated [22] . The setup is similar to previous mask scanning configurations [12, 28] , but with the difference that the fiber, or alternatively the phase mask, is slowly moved (but without dithering) while the incident UV beam is being scanned, overcoming many of the limitations associated with phase masks. For uniform motion of the mask and/or the fiber, the relative movement results in a shift in the Bragg wavelength. If 0  is the unshifted Bragg wavelength and v f and v sc are the fiber and scanning beam velocities (with v f << v sc ), respectively, the wavelength shift is given by [22] 
Thus, for a shift of about 1 nm, the waveguide or phase mask must move at only 0.1% of the UV beam scanning velocity. An important aspect that should be taken into account is that for larger wavelength shifts, the grating strength decreases, since the refractive index modulation is averaged when the fiber moves too quickly across the interference pattern formed by the mask. The grating reflectivity, R, decreases with the wavelength shift as [22] 2 2 eff 2 0
where D is the writing beam diameter, and n eff is the effective refractive index ( 0
Therefore, if the initial waveguide or phase mask velocity is set to +v f,max and linearly decreased to -v f,max during the course of writing the grating, the result will be a linearly chirped grating (across 2 max ), automatically apodized with a sinc profile.
The next sections will describe in detail the phase mask dithering/moving setup that was implemented for the fabrication of tailored gratings, including pure apodized, chirp and phase shifted gratings, either in optical fibers or in planar waveguides.
Experimental arrangement

Setup description
The essence of the method described here is based on the fact that the phase mask is moved/dithered during the UV beam scanning by the action of a piezoelectric transducer (PZT), overcoming the limitations associated with the use of uniform phase masks. The experimental setup for the gratings fabrication is shown in Fig. 2 . The maximum efficiency of the AOM was 85%. The beam was then spatially "cleaned" by a pin-hole that also filtered the zero order. A mirror, a cylindrical lens and a slit were mounted on a translation stage in order to have the ability to scan the beam over different and desired grating lengths. A cylindrical lens (f=30 mm) was used to focus the beam on the photosensitive waveguide, and the slit, with the micrometer resolution, controlled the lateral dimension of the beam incident on the waveguide. The translation stage (Schneeberger TMF3 with power chassis TPP1/2) had a maximum resolution of 0.08 m and a maximum displacement distance of 20 cm. The phase mask was placed on a proper machined aluminium holder which could be dithered and/or displaced by a coupled PZT. It was basically a two-arm deflector with enough stiffness to allow the mask to follow the PZT piston movement when it was dithered at frequencies in the order of the tens of Hz. The PZT (P-841.10 from PI-Physik Instrument), had a resolution of 0.3 nm and a maximum displacement length of 15 m, and was controlled by an amplification low voltage PZT (LV-PZT) module (E-505.00) connected to a sensor module (E-509.X1). Both the PZT and the AOM drivers were controlled by independent synthesized function generators (Model DS345-30MHz from Stanford Research Systems).
The fiber or planar waveguide was then placed after the phase mask, in the focal plane of the lens. The sample was positioned with the help of a microscope, allowing the parallelism and distance between the sample and the phase mask to be adjusted at any time. In the case of optical fibers, the vertical alignment was performed simply by the visualization of the diffraction pattern on a target behind the fiber and when illuminated by the UV laser beam. A Michelson interferometer allowed the visualization (by the interference fringes displacement) of the dither/displacement of the phase mask, since one of the mirrors was placed in the two-arm deflector holder where the phase mask was fixed. The purpose was only to give a visual inspection of the phase mask behavior at each position along the grating, since any dither amplitude change was clearly identified. All the writing was computer controlled by a LabView TM based program developed for this purpose.
Basic calibration
It has been stated in the previous sections that the control of the grating modulation profile during writing was achieved by a precise control of the phase mask dithering amplitude for each position of the UV beam over the fiber. Correct adjustment of the dithering amplitude is then crucial to have a good control of the fringe visibility. This is easily achieved by changing the phase mask dither voltage as the writing beam scans across the fiber, and therefore one is able to control the index modulation written into the fiber at each position. So, the way how the dither voltage applied to the PZT affects the refractive index modulation amplitude is one of the most important aspects when implementing this technique in a particular writing system. To calculate the resultant refractive index change, one can start by considering the superposition of spatially dependent waves, with different phases, corresponding to the pattern created by the mask at the fiber plane during one dither period. Thus, any superposition of harmonic and coherent waves is given by
where A corresponds to the amplitude of each wave,  represents the period of each wave (and will correspond to the period of the resultant wave), and x+ix is the position of wave i (in the limit, x+Nx corresponds to the position of the wave resulting from the maximum displacement induced in the phase mask), which is by itself an harmonic wave.
The amplitude variation of this resultant wave gives the information of the refractive index modulation that can be achieved. However, the calibration curve for how the grating amplitude varies with the dither amplitude depends also on the periodic function describing the oscillatory motion of the phase mask.
As an example, the simulation of the square and the triangular dither functions will be presented using (7) . For simplicity, the amplitude variation of the resultant wave is normalized and represented in terms of fringe visibility. The dither amplitude is represented in units of the grating period,  g . For the square function, N=2 (representing two states of the square wave function in a period) and x = dither amplitude, and normalized to a grating period, so that a dither amplitude of 0.5 corresponds to a displacement equal to half of a grating period. For the triangular function, N=100 and x=dither amplitude/N, which results in dividing a function period into 100 small sections, i.e., superposition of 100 harmonic waves, in order to simulate the continuous linear movement that this function induces, unlike the first case that is represented by a discrete two-step function. Also in this second case, a dither amplitude of 0.5 corresponds to a displacement equal to half of a grating period. Thus, Fig. 3 shows the fringe visibility versus the dither amplitude for both the square and triangular dither functions. As it can be confirmed from Fig. 3 , as the amplitude of the dithering increases, the visibility of the grating fringes decreases until a certain value where the grating fringes disappear entirely; this point is referred to as the extinction amplitude. After this extinction point, the visibility of the fringes grows again, but now the written grating is 180 degrees out of phase relatively to its original position. This is known as over-dithering, and it produces a grating with an opposite phase to the one with the dither amplitude below the extinction point; this is shown by a negative fringe visibility. For the square wave dithering function, the visibility varies cosinusoidally with increasing the dither amplitude, while for the triangular dither function the visibility shows a sinc like behavior.
For this work, and in terms of the experimental application, the interest of the calibration curves shown in Fig. 3 was restricted to the positive fringe visibility values between dither amplitude points ranging from zero to one grating period. Also, for experimental applicability in this work, as shown latter on, the axes should be interchanged, and the dither amplitude displayed as a function of the fringe visibility, or as it will be called from now on, as a function of the normalized index modulation. This representation is shown in Fig. 4 . From Fig. 4 , it can be seen that using a triangular carrier function, the extinction point, i.e., the dither amplitude value for which the modulation amplitude of the grating is completely destroyed, corresponds to one grating period; for square excitation, this value is half the grating period. For experimental applicability of these functions, a calibrated PZT was used, as seen in Fig. 2 . Its calibration curve relates the displacement to the applied voltage.
To finalize, and as an example, Fig. 5 shows how these calibration curves are integrated in the system. A Gaussian apodization profile and a triangular wave dithering function were used. First of all, the desired spatial profile function should be introduced. In the case of Fig. 5 , a Gaussian profile for a 10-mm grating is displayed [ Fig. 5(a) ]. After having the normalized modulation profile [ Fig. 5(b) ], the PZT displacement (dithering amplitude) for each grating position can be derived by using one of the calibration functions showed in Fig. 4 (in this example, the triangular dithering function is used) - Fig. 5(c) . Finally, using the PZT calibration curve (displacement vs voltage), the necessary voltage at each grating position is obtained - Fig. 5(d) . As it can be seen, a peak-to-peak dithering amplitude of 0.34 V is needed to destroy the interference pattern (using this particular PZT) and wash out the modulation index at both grating ends. It should be stressed that there is not an objective to include effects related to materials non-linearity in what concerns the photosensitivity response under UV exposure. If non-linearity exists, its effect should be also included.
Fabrication of Bragg gratings: experimental results
Phase mask dithering amplitude variation
Using the calibration curve of Fig. 4 (with the triangular PZT driving function), several uniform Bragg gratings were written, changing the writing visibility between 0 and 1. A visibility of 1 means that one should be able to produce a Bragg grating with the maximum reflectivity (corresponding to no dithering of the phase mask) and that for a visibility of 0 one should produce a grating with zero (or nearly zero) reflectivity. Figure 6 shows the obtained grating reflectivities for different visibilities. All 30-mm-length uniform Bragg gratings were written in the hydrogen loaded standard single mode fiber (ITU-T G.652), with UV power of 50 mW incident in the phase mask (with a period of 1058.5 nm) and a beam scanning velocity of 30 m/s. For each grating, the visibility changed from 0 to 1, in steps of 0.25. For the writing conditions employed, the strongest grating presented a peak reflectivity of about 96% and the weakest peak reflectivity of 0.3%, showing that the system performed well.
Apodized fiber Bragg gratings
Implementation of analytical apodization functions is the most straightforward approach to achieve side lobes suppression in Bragg gratings. The Gaussian, the raised cosine and the sinc functions are among the most popular profiles [27, 29] . An experimental comparison between a uniform Bragg grating and the mentioned apodized Bragg gratings is shown in Fig. 7 . All gratings were fabricated in a hydrogen loaded standard single mode fiber (ITU-T G.652), had peak reflectivities of around 90%, and it is clearly seen that side lobe suppression was achieved for every case, when directly compared with the uniform grating. As it can be seen, the Gaussian apodization profile is the one that gives more side lobe suppression, while the raised cosine still presents a more clear side lobe structure, closer to the one obtained for the uniform case. Optimized performance of each grating can be achieved by optimizing the relevant parameters of the implemented functions, for example its full width at half maximum.
Sometimes and in order to achieve desired spectral and temporal responses of Bragg gratings, grating spatial profiles were generated by sophisticated synthesis techniques. Some examples are the genetic algorithm [30, 31] and the layer-peeling method [32] [33] [34] . The idea is to design the grating structure by numerical optimization using a certain merit function and a goal spectrum. Some modelled profiles using these techniques are shown in Fig. 8 . These profiles, supplied in a text file with two columns, the first indicating the grating position and the second indicating the normalized index change, were the input for the fabrication software. Using the profile A, an 80% reflectivity grating was fabricated (Fig. 9) . The grating of Fig. 9 had a measured transmission filtering level of about 6.7 dB (78% reflectivity), and the reflection spectra show that good side lobe suppression was achieved. To confirm that the results were according to the desired profile, reconstruction of the spatial distribution of the coupling coefficient was performed by TUHH -Technische Universität Hamburg -Harburg, using coherent optical frequency domain reflectometry (OFDR) [35] , and the result is shown in Fig. 10 . The peak reflectivity of the grating was 78% which corresponded to a calculated coupling coefficient of 0.39 mm -1 . The magnitude of the coupling coefficient of the reconstructed grating is thus in good agreement with the calculated value, as well as the overall obtained shape profile when compared to the one of Fig. 8 (profile A) . To simultaneously achieve high reflectivity (>99.9%  30 dB) and high side lobe suppression (>25 dB@±0.6 nm) suitable to the envisaged DWDM applications, the profile B on Fig. 8 was found. It was implemented in the experimental setup using hydrogen loaded fibers with high Germanium doping levels. The typical results obtained with the profile B represented in Fig. 8 , are given in Fig. 11 .
Both fiber Bragg gratings shown in Fig. 11 had a total length of 7 mm and were written with a scanning beam velocity of 30 m/s, but with different incident optical powers. Therefore, the grating (a) had a measured transmission filtering level of 25 dB, while the grating (b) had a value of 30 dB. The reflection spectra showed that the first side lobes appeared at levels above 20 dB and a noise floor situated at around 30 dB for both gratings. The first grating presented a flat-hat top of 0.3 nm, while the second presented 0.4 nm, both inside a 0.1-dB power variation from the peak maximum. 
Chirped fiber Bragg gratings
In the case of chirped fiber Bragg gratings, the phase mask was slowly moved (unidirectionally) while the writing beam scanned the waveguide, allowing the production of variable wavelength/phase shifted gratings. This process enabled a gradual phase shift to be added to the grating while being written. For uniform motion, this resulted in a simple shift in the Bragg wavelength, as described by (5) . To demonstrate this technique experimentally, five different Bragg gratings were written in the hydrogen loaded standard single mode fiber (ITU-T G.652) with a total length of 10 mm each and using a beam diameter of 350 m. The scanning beam velocity was 10 m/s for all gratings, while the phase mask velocity was different for each grating (no acceleration). Figure 12 shows the obtained results. Shifts to the right of the normal Bragg wavelength (static phase mask) represent movement of the phase mask and beam scanning in the same direction, whereas shifts to shorter wavelengths represent movement of the phase mask and beam scanning in opposite direction. For each side, a wavelength shift of around 2 nm was achieved, limited by the PZT maximum displacement, resulting in a total wavelength tunability of 4 nm. Another important aspect that it is not shown in Fig.  12 , since the graph is normalized, is that for larger wavelength shifts, the grating strength decreases, since the refractive index modulation decreases when the phase mask velocity increases. The grating reflectivity has the dependence already described by (6) .
It is expectable that increasing the phase mask velocity linearly (constant acceleration) during the UV writing results in a chirped grating. The results are shown in Fig. 13 . From here, one can confirm that, at least spectrally, the gratings produced are chirped. Also, Figs. 13(a) and 13(b) show the grating spectral evolution during the photoinscription. In the first case, the phase mask and the scanning beam move in opposite directions (negative chirp), while in the second their movements are in the same direction (positive chirp). Figure 13 Obviously, it is expectable that the second exposure, if not compensated by higher fluence, results in a lower reflectivity since the photosensitivity of the fiber is already reduced by the first illumination process. Also clear from the figure is that the grating strength decreases for larger wavelength shifts, as expected. Using the modulated phase-shift method [36] , the dispersion value measured for the chirped fiber Bragg grating of Fig.  13(a) was found to be 38.2 ps/nm.
Phase shifted fiber Bragg gratings
A phase shifted grating consisted of a grating with an introduced phase jump in the refractive index modulation. This phase shift originated two Bragg gratings out of phase that acted like a resonant cavity. The relations between the path difference of the two Bragg gratings, l, and the corresponding change in the phase, , of an incident wave are well known and result in [37] 
for normal incidence, which is the case.
The inscription of precise complex gratings, such as phase shifted structures, usually involves the translation of an interferogram by the desired phase shift. In our case, the shift of the interference pattern was achieved by translating the phase mask, being the precision with which the phase shift was made determined by the precision of the induced spatial shift along the waveguide, i.e., translation across the interferogram. Figure 14 shows a -shift fiber Bragg grating fabricated by displacing the phase mask at the middle of the grating and its reflection spectra simulated by the transfer matrix method.
The 10-mm-length grating was fabricated in the hydrogen loaded standard single mode fiber (ITU-T G.652), using a phase mask with a period of 1058.5 nm, and characterized with a resolution of 1 pm, using a tunable laser source to probe the grating and reading the reflected power on a power meter.
The experimental spectrum was fitted with a calculated profile from numerical simulation, with the following parameters: grating length of 10 mm, refractive index change of 1.710 -4 and a spatial shift of 264.625 nm, corresponding to 1/4 of the phase mask pitch [as given by (8) and using (4)]. In order to achieve fine control and also check calibrations, the PZT shift driven voltage was changed by its maximum allowable resolution (1 mV). Three phase-shifted fiber Bragg gratings were then written with a difference of 1 mV in the applied voltage, corresponding to a spatial shift difference of 15 nm. All fiber Bragg gratings shown with a total length of 10 mm, were written with a scanning beam velocity of 30 m/s and were fabricated in the hydrogen loaded standard single mode fiber (ITU-T G.652). The central resonant wavelength was not totally resolved since the characterization was carried out using a broadband source and an optical spectrum analyzer (OSA) with the maximum resolution of 0.05 nm. Figure 15 shows that a good control of the position of resonance (or phase shift value) can be achieved allowing fine tuning. To test reproducibility and accuracy of the writing setup, three fiber Bragg gratings with the spatial shifts of  pm /8, 3 pm /8 and  pm /4, corresponding to expected phase shifts of /2, 3/2 and  [see (8) ] respectively, were written. Figure 16 shows the results obtained.
Sampled fiber Bragg gratings
More complex structures can be implemented by a periodic modulation of the refractive index amplitude and/or phase in the waveguide (sampled Bragg gratings). The resultant reflection spectrum and channel separation is a function of the shape and period of this modulation. The sampled grating is a conventional grating at the appropriate wavelength multiplied by a sampling function. Therefore, the spatial frequency content of these superstructures can be approximated by a comb of delta functions centered at the Bragg frequency. The separation between consecutive peaks can be controlled by changing the sampling period, M, and is given by [37] 
Taking this into account, several experiments were performed: first by amplitude modulation, and then by phase modulation, allowing dense channel spacing without increasing the total grating length.
Amplitude modulation was performed by two ways: by changing the acousto-optic cell diffraction efficiency and by changing the phase mask dithering amplitude. Figure 17 shows results of two sampled Bragg gratings written by changing the cell efficiency from 0 to 85% (maximum attainable) with two different sampling periods. Both 30-mm-length Bragg gratings shown were written in the hydrogen loaded standard single mode fiber (ITU-T G.652) using a scanning beam velocity of 30 m/s. A sampling period of 250 m and 500 m should result in a peak separation of 3.24 nm and 1.62 nm, respectively, as predicted by using (9) . From Fig.  17(a) , a peak separation of 3.19 nm is measured, while from Fig. 17(b) a value of 1.60 nm is obtained. This shows good agreement with predicted values and confirms that by doubling the sampling period one can easily halve the peak spacing. Another way of modulating the refractive index amplitude is by phase mask dithering, by changing visibility from 0 to 1 with a well defined sampling period. Figure 18 shows an example of a sampled Bragg grating written by this method. By using this technique, only the visibility is changed, maintaining the average refractive index constant. The 30-mm-length fiber Bragg grating was also written in the hydrogen loaded standard single mode fiber (ITU-T G.652) with a scanning beam velocity of 30 m/s and a period of 500 m, resulting in a measured peak separation of 1.60 nm. However, the most interesting approach is grating sampling by using multiple phase shifts, which can realize dense channel spacing without increasing the total grating length [38] . Using this approach, peak equalization was also sought. Figure  19 illustrates the results obtained with several discrete  phase shifts. The final sampled fiber Bragg grating spectrum shown in Fig. 19 (solid line) was achieved by a double exposure process. In the first exposure (dashed line), a UV beam power of about 80 mW was scanned at 20 m/s, and a sampling period of 500 m was employed, resulting in a peak separation of 1.6 nm [confirmed by (9) ]. In the second exposure, a UV beam power of about 60 mW was scanned at 30 m/s, and a sampling period of 1000 m was employed, resulting in a peak separation of 0.8 nm [confirmed by (9) ]. In this way, new peaks appeared in the middle of the ones created by the first exposure grating since the sampling period doubled. By a suitable adjustment of exposure powers and scanning velocity, equalization was achieved, being the five peaks within 1.5-dB peak power variation. The total grating length was 30 mm and was fabricated in the hydrogen loaded standard single mode fiber (ITU-T G.652).
The system developed also included a holder for planar integrated optic devices, and therefore all results demonstrated here on fibers were also obtained in planar devices. The main difference was related to the fact that a charge coupled device (CCD) camera was used to align the waveguides to the UV writing beam.
Conclusions
Most of the methods currently available for grating fabrication are based on the phase mask technique and allow the fabrication of good quality and reproducible Bragg gratings, however with very low flexibility. This means that if other types of gratings are required, the use of a phase mask with the desired profile is also necessary, increasing the cost/effectiveness of the method. Thus, the method chosen in this work made use of the effectiveness of the phase mask method, introducing other control elements to allow the tailoring of Bragg grating structures. The phase mask dithering/moving technique allows, in this way, the combination of simplicity and high reproducibility with the desired flexibility. Some of the essential aspects related to the experimental implementation of this method were presented in this work. Basically, the local grating visibility or contrast and phase were controlled by the dithering/displacement of the phase mask, without affecting the average refractive index. High dithering amplitudes destroyed the interference pattern created by the phase mask at the fiber plane by fringe blurring. Thus, dithering is an ideal mechanism for varying the local strength of the grating without changing its local Bragg wavelength, since it keeps the average refractive index constant. Associated with the fact that tailored Bragg gratings can be achieved by using a standard uniform phase mask makes this one of the most interesting and useful methods available.
Different apodization profiles were compared, several phase shifted gratings were written, chirped behavior was achieved, and finally, sampled Bragg gratings by amplitude and phase modulation were shown. Another particularity of the developed setup is that it can be easily adapted to write Bragg grating in planar structures.
